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Specific stacking angles of bilayer graphene grown
on atomic-flat and -stepped Cu surfaces
Hyeyeon Cho1,3, Yohwan Park1,3, Soyoung Kim1, Taemin Ahn2, Tae-Hwan Kim 2 and Hee Cheul Choi 1✉

Bilayer graphene (BLG) exhibits unique properties depending on a stacking angle between the two layers of graphene. Although it
has been known that BLGs having stacking angles of 0° and 30° can be obtained by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), not much is
known yet about the effect of copper (Cu) surface on the decision of stacking angle, through which further fine control of the
stacking angle could be possible. Here, we report that the crystal plane of Cu catalyst plays a critical role in the selection of the
stacking angle of BLG, and provide experimental and computational evidence that an atomic-flat Cu (111) surface generates BLGs
having 0° and 30° of stacking angle, while atomic-stepped Cu (311) and Cu (110) surfaces mainly produce small stacking angle BLGs
with 3–5° of stacking angle as a major product by CVD.
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INTRODUCTION
Bilayer graphene (BLG), stacked two layers of single-layer
graphene (SLG), has attracted a great deal of attention in recent
years for valuable fundamental studies in physical sciences and for
future device applications1–5. Especially, the stacking angle (θ°)
control of BLG arises as an important research subject, as it shows
unique physical properties depending on θ°6,7. For example,
superconductivity is observed from BLG having 1.1o-twisted
stacking angle8–10, θ°-tunable photoluminescence11, and
θ°-dependent van Hove singularity12,13. For the successful and
systematic studies of the correlation between the stacking angle
of BLG and the above-mentioned properties, it is highly required
to control the stacking angle of BLG, ideally upon its synthesis.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is one of the most popular

synthesis method for the growth of SLG using metal catalysts14–16.
However, in the case of BLG, only the most energetically stable
AB-stacked (also called Bernal-stacked) BLG has been mainly
obtained by CVD17–19. Thus, the synthesis of BLGs with controlled
stacking angles by CVD method has been limited. Many papers
have shown the exclusive formation of BLGs having 0°-, and 30°-
twisted stacking angles on Cu (111) surface by CVD, which gives
an important sign for the possibility of stacking angle control20,21.
Various transition metals like Pt, Ni, Au, and Cu have been

examined as a catalyst for synthesizing BLG by CVD method22–25.
Among them, Cu has been most widely used because it follows a
surface-mediated growth mechanism that allows atomic-scale
control on the BLG synthesis26–28. Since BLGs are also supposed to
be synthesized directly on Cu by surface reaction, the character-
istic of the Cu surface is supposed to affect the BLG growth and its
stacking angle, as BLG is known to grow on Cu surface through
underlayer growth mechanism29,30. However, no clear experi-
mental evidence supporting the stacking angle dependence on
the Cu surface is available yet.
Herein, we report an experimental demonstration of the direct

relationship between the structure of Cu surface and the stacking
angle of BLG. It is well-known that Cu (111) that has an atomic-flat
surface induces AB-stacking and 30°-twisted stacking in BLG20.
During our own reproducibility tests, we have found that BLGs

having other twisted stacking angles (especially preferred stacking
angle below 5°) are also formed on Cu foils that contain Cu (311)
and (110) surfaces. That is, such BLGs are formed when the Cu has
other crystal planes than the (111) crystal plane. These findings
motivate us to investigate the correlation between the structure of
Cu surface and the stacking angle of BLG. To reveal the
correlation, we synthesized BLGs on both traditional Cu (111)
(atomic-flat surface) and Cu (311)/(110) (atomic-stepped surface).
As a result, small-angle twisted BLGs of which stacking angles
ranging from 3° to 5° were grown mostly on atomic-stepped Cu
surfaces such as Cu (110) and Cu (311), while AB-stacked and 30°-
twisted BLGs were mainly obtained on atomic-flat Cu (111) surface
as reported. Our results reveal that the surface structure of Cu
indeed affects determining the stacking angle of BLG, which may
allow fine control of the stacking angle of BLG.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reconstruction of BLG growth on Cu (111) surface
BLGs are known to be formed by a sequential growth of the upper
layer of graphene (first) and the lower layer graphene (second) on
Cu surface by CVD31,32. In this case, both graphene layers share
the same nucleation site of Cu for their growths. Both theoretical
and experimental studies have shown that AB-stacked BLGs and
30°-twisted BLGs are mainly formed at Cu (111) surface due to
their high thermodynamic stability based on the favorable lattice
interaction between Cu (111) and BLGs33,34. To verify this and
further examine such an effect of Cu crystal plane on the stacking
angle of BLGs, we attempted to reproduce the growth of BLGs on
Cu (111) by CVD.
Cu containing (111) crystal planes are obtained by annealing

commercial Cu foils at 1000 °C under Ar and H2 gas environment.
Details about the reaction condition are described in the
“Methods” section. The crystal plane of the annealed Cu is
identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Before annealing,
commercial Cu foils have various crystal planes such as (111),
(200), (110), and (311) with low crystallinity (Supplementary Fig. 1).
After annealing, (111) crystal plane that has an atomic-flat
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structure is still the major plane as shown in Fig. 1a. More
importantly, (311) crystal plane that has an atomic-stepped
structure also appears on Cu surface at 2θ of nearly 90°35

(Supplementary Fig. 2). An electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
mapping image shows that Cu surface mostly has a blue color that
corresponds to the (111) crystal plane, but partially has (311)
crystal plane that is marked in pink color (Fig. 1b). It indicates that
the annealing of Cu foil does not produce a perfect surface with
(111) crystal plane, but also with other crystal planes. When BLG
growth is conducted on Cu (111), we confirmed that AB-stacked
BLGs and 30°-twisted BLGs are the major products that are the
same results as previous reports20,21.

Characterization of BLG growth on Cu (111) surface
The shape and stacking angle of BLGs grown on Cu (111) can be
confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 1c
shows that most of BLGs have AB-stacking order or 30°-twisted
stacking order when they grow on Cu (111). The rotated angles of
AB-stacked BLGs are indicated with blue dashed lines and 30°-
twisted BLGs with red dashed lines. The first and second layer of
AB-stacked BLG are parallel to each other, which implies that the
stacking angle is 0° (Supplementary Fig. 3a). The selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern corresponding to AB-stacked
BLG is shown in the inset of Supplementary Fig. 4b. The spot
intensity profile of SAED pattern shows that the (1210) intensity is
1.6 times stronger than (0110) intensity, which is different from
SLG (Supplementary Fig. 4a). In the case of 30°-twisted BLG, the
first and second layers are angled at 30°, and the corresponding
SAED pattern shows two hexagonal patterns that are twisted by
30° (Supplementary Figs. 3b and 4c).
Interestingly, small numbers of BLGs that are not AB-stacked

BLGs or 30°-twisted BLGs, but BLGs with small stacking angles are
also observed. Figure 1d shows the stacking angle distribution of
BLGs grown on Cu (111), and we examined 250 BLGs for the
statistical analysis. As a result, AB-stacked BLG and 30°-twisted BLG
are 40.8% and 27.8%, respectively, and the rest of BLGs have a
twisted stacking angle. Interestingly, most of the twisted BLGs

have small angles, especially below 5°. From these results, Cu (311)
plane, which is known as atomic-stepped surface, is believed to be
the origin of small-angle twisted stacking of BLG, and led us to
revisit the effect of the crystal plane on BLG growth and its
stacking angle determination36.

Synthesis of BLG on Cu (311)/(110) surface
To further verify the effect of atomic-stepped surface on the
formation of small-angle twisted BLGs, we prepared Cu having
atomic-stepped surface by annealing commercial Cu foils at 800 °C
for 2 h. When polycrystalline Cu is thermally annealed, Cu atoms
migrate by thermal energy in a way to decrease the surface
energy of Cu surface, and a Cu (311)/(110) surface is obtained as
thermodynamic products37. As shown in Fig. 2a, (110) and (311)
crystal planes appear with high crystallinity than the original Cu
foil in XRD pattern. To characterize the Cu (311) and (110) surface,
we performed scanning tunneling microscope (STM) studies and
measured the interterrace distances (Supplementary Fig. 5a, b).
Their average interterrace distances were confirmed to be 2.6 ±
0.03 Å and 1.1 ± 0.08 Å from the height profiles of terraces
according to the interplanar spacing formula38, indicating that
the terraces are (110) and (311) crystal planes of fcc Cu,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. 5c, d). According to the well-
established theories and previous studies, the atomic arrange-
ments of these planes have the atomic-stepped surface, while the
(111) has the atomic-flat surface36,39,40. The atomic arrangements
of atomic-flat and -stepped surface are depicted in Supplementary
Fig. 6. Then, CVD was performed to synthesize BLGs on the Cu
surface. After synthesizing BLGs on the Cu (311)/(110), the grown
BLGs were characterized by SEM. Figure 2b shows an SEM image
of the resulting BLGs. It shows that all BLGs have twisted stacking
order with various stacking angles. The stacking angle of each BLG
is displayed with yellow dashed lines. To obtain the statistical
information for the distribution of the stacking angle of BLG, we
measured the stacking angles for 250 BLGs. The statistic indicates
that 3°-, 4°-, and 5°-twisted BLGs are the major products, and 46%
of BLGs have stacking angles below 5° (Fig. 2c). To confirm the

Fig. 1 Characterization of Cu (111) and grown BLG. a XRD pattern of Cu (111). b EBSD mapping image of Cu (111). The inset is the color
coding orientation triangle. The blue color region is (111) plane, and the pink color region is (311) plane. c SEM image of BLG/Cu (111). BLGs
grown on Cu (111) have AB-stacking or 30°-twisted stacking order. The stacking angle is determined by dashed lines. AB-stacked BLG (blue
dashed line) has 0° of stacking angle. 30°-twisted BLG (red dashed lines) has 30° of stacking angle. d Stacking angle distribution of BLG grown
on Cu (111).
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reproducibility of such a preference of stacking angle, we further
attempted BLG growth on freshly prepared 5 Cu (311)/(110)
substrates, and the average percentage of BLG with below 5° was
45.8% (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Characterization of small-angle twisted BLG
The BLGs having preferred small stacking angles were character-
ized by SEM, SAED, and Raman spectroscopy. The SEM images of
BLGs that have most preferential small stacking angles (3–5°) and
their corresponding SAED patterns are shown in the left and right
column of Fig. 3a, respectively. The stacking angles of BLG are
measured from the rotated angle between two hexagonal
diffraction patterns, and confirmed that the corresponding SAED
patterns are rotated at -3°, 4°, and 5°, which is well-matched with
the results observed from each SEM image of BLGs. In addition, we
also obtained the SAED patterns of 1°- and 2°-twisted BLG
(Supplementary Fig. 8). The BLGs are further characterized by
Raman spectroscopy with 532 nm excitation wavelength. The
Raman spectra of BLG exhibit clearly different features from the
SLG according to stacking angles, such as intensity of the G-band,

intensity ratio of 2D- and G-band (I2D/IG), and the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 2D-band41–43. As shown in Fig. 3b, all the
BLGs show higher intensity of the G-band than SLG. Since the G-
band is induced by in-plane vibration of sp2 carbon atoms, the
intensity of the G-band becomes stronger as the number of
graphene layers increases44,45. In addition, the 5°-twisted BLG
shows a new band at around 1612 cm−1 where the R′-band
appears. It is known that the R′ mode is attributed to the
superlattice modulation that activates phonons in the interior of
Brillouin zone, and the R′-band is also known to appear when the
stacking angle of BLG is between 5° and 9°46–48. Supplementary
Table 1 shows the value of FWHM for the 2D-band and I2D/IG in
SLG and AB-stacked BLG and each small-angle BLG (3°, 4°, and 5°).
All BLGs show broader 2D-bands than SLG because of the splitting
of phonon or electron bands due to the strong coupling
interaction between the two layers41. Also, the 2D-band was
red-shifted as the stacking angle increases. In addition, BLGs show
lower I2D/IG than SLG, and as the stacking angle increases from 0°
(AB stacking) to 5°, the FWHM values for the 2D-band become
smaller.

Fig. 2 Characterization of Cu (311)/(110) and grown BLG. a XRD pattern of Cu (311)/(110). b SEM image of BLG/Cu (311)/(110). The stacking
angles of each BLG are indicated by yellow dashed lines. c Stacking angle distribution of BLGs grown on Cu (311)/(110). The most preferential
stacking angle on Cu (311)/(110) is below 5°.

Fig. 3 Structural and spectroscopic characterization of small-angle twisted BLG. a SEM images (left) and SAED patterns (right) of BLGs with
3°-, 4°-, and 5°-twisted stacking angle. The stacking angles of BLG are indicated by yellow dashed lines. b Raman spectra of SLG (black), AB-
stacked BLG (red/AB-BLG), and 3° (blue/3°-BLG), 4° (green/4°-BLG), and 5° (purple/5°-BLG)-twisted BLG from bottom to top, respectively.
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Growth mechanism of BLG on atomic-stepped Cu surface
While growth mechanism of BLG on Cu surface by CVD is still
under debate, there are two growth mechanisms widely accepted.
One is an on-top growth mechanism which describes that the
second layer of BLG grows on top of the first layer19. The other
one is the underlayer growth mechanism which describes that the
second layer of BLG grows under the first layer49–51. It is believed
that the underlayer mechanism is more appropriate under the H2-
rich CVD environment because of the following reason. Under the
H2-rich environment, hydrogen atoms can be attached to the
edge of the first layer of BLG, which will generate enough space
for carbon atoms to diffuse between the first layer and the Cu
surface. Then, it allows the second layer growth of BLG under the
first layer 52.
To reveal the growth mechanism and stacking angle determi-

nation process of BLG on (311) and (110) surfaces, we measured
XRD and SEM images according to the growth time. Also, the
time-temperature graph for BLG growth process and detailed
information about the changes of Cu surface and BLG growth are
described in supporting information with Supplementary Fig. 9.
Supplementary Fig. 10a shows the XRD of the Cu (311)/(110)
surface at various growth times. It should be noted that (311)/
(110) plane is maintained for the first 10 min, but when the growth
time is over 20 min, Cu becomes dominated with (111) at growth
temperature of 1050 °C. The SEM images measured according to
the BLG growth time show that the first layer of BLG is nucleated
and grows at 3 min (inset of Supplementary Fig. 10b), and the
second layer of BLG appeared after 5 min (inset of Supplementary
Fig. 10b), of which Cu surface is still (311)/(110) with unaligned
BLG islands (alignment of BLGs is displayed with yellow dashed
line). After being changed to (111), the resulting BLGs are found to
be aligned in the same direction, which is displayed with red
dashed lines. From these results, it is confirmed that the stacking
angle of BLG is decided by Cu (311)/(110) surface, while the overall
alignment occurs while aligning with (111) direction. It is
noteworthy that the small stacking angle of BLG is still maintained
after the alignment because the strong interlayer interaction
between the first and the second layer of BLG is already formed in
BLG growth step when the Cu still has (311) and (110) crystal
planes.

DFT calculation of BLG on atomic-flat and -stepped Cu surface
The preferred growth of BLG with specific stacking angles on Cu
(111) and Cu (311)/(110) is closely related to the different
preferential formations of graphene crystal lattice on each surface.
To evaluate the preferred stacking angle on atomic-flat and
-stepped surfaces, we calculated the stabilization energy of BLG
for AB-stacking, small-angle twisted stacking (below 5°), and 30°-
twisted stacking on both surfaces. Detailed calculation procedure
is described in Supplementary information. For clarification, we

divided the formation of BLG on both atomic-flat and -stepped
surfaces into two steps. The first step is the formation of SLG on
the Cu surface, of which location is determined by carbon
adsorption energies. The second step is the formation of the
second layer under the SLG, which is mainly affected by the
interactions with Cu surface and SLG. Using density-functional
theory (DFT) calculations, we confirmed the energetically pre-
ferred stacking angles of BLG on both Cu surfaces. When we
calculate the preferred positions for SLG on Cu (311) and (110)
surfaces using a graphene flake model composed of 54 carbon
atoms, it is found that SLG becomes most stable when carbons
occupy all the possible adsorption sites of Cu surfaces (seven sites
noted as T, T′, B, B′, Hh, Hf, and H4 for (311) and five sites noted as
T, B, B′, H4, and Hh for (110)) as shown in Supplementary Fig. 11b,
c, respectively53–55. We also confirmed that the most stable SLG is
formed when the carbon atoms are at the top (T) and hollow (Hh)
sites on Cu (111) (Supplementary Fig. 11a). Based on the SLG
results, we calculated the stabilization energy for BLG at various
stacking angles on each Cu surface. Figure 4a, b shows relative
energies depending on the stacking angle on each surface. On Cu
(111), BLG with AB-stacking and 30°-twisted stacking structure was
more stable than the small-angle twisted structure (below 5°),
which agrees well with previous studies (Supplementary Fig. 11d).
On the other hand, the relative stabilization energy of small-angle
twisted BLG is much lower than AB-stacking on both (311) and
(110) surfaces (Fig. 4a, b). It should be noted that 30°-twisted
stacking energy of BLG is slightly higher than the small-angle
twisted form. From these results, it can be explained that the
formation of small-angle twisted BLGs is energetically favored on
the atomic-stepped Cu surface.
In summary, we found experimental evidence that the structure

of the Cu surface determines the stacking angle of BLG. The
surface that has atomic-stepped structure, such as Cu (311)/(110)
surface, results in small-angle twisted stacking of BLGs with
preferential stacking angles of below 5°, while the surface that has
an atomic-flat structure, like (111) surface of Cu preferentially
produces AB-stacked BLG and 30°-twisted BLGs. The stacking
angle of BLG and the relationship between the Cu surface and the
BLG were analyzed by SEM, SAED, XRD, and Raman spectroscopy.
Through DFT energy calculation of BLG on each Cu surface, we
revealed that the small-angle twisted BLGs are energetically more
favored on atomic-stepped Cu surface. Our findings show that
fine-tuning of the stacking angle of BLG could be possible with
further fine-tuning of Cu catalyst surface.

METHODS
Synthesis of BLG by CVD process
A piece of 0.02 mm thick Cu foil (Nilaco, model # Cu-113213) is soaked in
acetic acid for 1 min to remove surface oxide and impurities. Then the Cu

Fig. 4 Stacking angle-relative energy graph of BLG depending on stacking angle. a BLG on Cu (311) and b BLG on Cu (110). Insets are the
illustration for the cross-section of each crystal plane. The atomic-stepped surface morphology of (311) and (110) is displayed by pink and
cyan lines, respectively.
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foil is dried with N2 gas. The Cu foil (2 cm × 3.5 cm) is loaded in the middle
of a quartz tube (1 in. diametre) that is placed at the center of a tube-type
heating furnace (Lindberg/Blue M, model # TF55030C-1), and the system is
evacuated under vacuum for 10min. After the evacuation, Ar gas (purity:
99.999%, Linde) and H2 gas (purity: 99.9999%, Daesung) are supplied at
300 and 100 sccm of flow rate, respectively, into the quartz tube, and the
temperature of the furnace is raised up to 1000 °C to prepare Cu (111) and
to 800 °C for Cu (311)/(110), then kept with a flow of 300 sccm Ar and
100 sccm H2 for 2 h under 5 Torr for annealing. After the annealing process,
the flow rates for Ar and H2 gas are changed to 100 sccm and 250 sccm,
respectively, and the furnace temperature is set to 1050 °C for the growth
of BLG. In addition, 20 sccm of dilute CH4 gas (1% mol in H2, RIGAS) is
supplied as a carbon source when the furnace temperature reaches
1050 °C for 30min under 20 Torr. After the growth, the furnace is rapidly
cooled to room temperature by opening the top lid of the tube furnace still
with a flow of 100 sccm Ar and 250 sccm H2.

Bilayer graphene transfer
BLGs are transferred onto a 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate by a wet transfer
method for characterization. To transfer the prepared BLGs, one side of a
Cu/BLG surface is spin-coated with PMMA (Microchem, 950 PMMA A5), and
cured at 180 °C for 1 min. The other side of the Cu/BLG is treated by O2

plasma for 5 min to remove graphene. The oxygen flow rate is 10 sccm
with power set at 200W. The sample is floated on a 0.5 M ammonium
persulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, >98.0%) solution to etch the Cu for 6 h. After
etching the Cu, the freestanding PMMA/BLG sample is washed with DI
water several times and transferred onto a SiO2 substrate. After transfer,
the sample is annealed at 200 °C in air for 2 h to increase the adhesion
between the SiO2 substrate and the BLG. The sample is then soaked in
acetone for 30min to remove PMMA. To get rid of PMMA residue, the BLG/
SiO2 sample is annealed at 250 °C for 2 h in the flow of 1000 sccm Ar and
500 sccm H2.

Characterizations
The crystal plane of Cu catalyst is analyzed using an X-ray diffractometer
(D/MAX-2500/PC). The scan range is 20°–100° with a scan rate of 0.06°/s.
The crystal plane distribution for the whole area is analyzed using EBSD
(Edax, Hikari XP EBSD Camera). Raman spectra and mapping images are
obtained using a WITECH Alpha 300R Raman spectroscope equipped with
a Nd:YAG laser. The excitation wavelength is 532 nm. The FWHM values of
the 2D-band are extracted from 100% Lorentzian profile of each spectrum.
The SAED patterns are obtained using a HR-FE-TEM-(2200FS with Cs-
corrected TEM). The intensity profile of each SAED pattern is analyzed
using Gatan Digital Microscope program.

Computational details
DFT calculations were performed to calculate the stabilization energy for
the stacking angle of BLG on atomic-flat and atomic-stepped Cu surfaces.
We used DMol3 module in Material Studio program and the double
numerical plus polarization (DNP) was used as a basis set. Before BLG
calculation on Cu surface, we optimized the geometry of SLG on each Cu
surface. After finding the preferential position of SLG, we located the
second layer of BLG, which consists of 54 carbon atoms under the
stabilized SLG. It is noted that the interlayer distance between the first and
the second layer was 0.34 nm that is the van der Waals distance. The
stabilization energies of BLG were obtained according to the
stacking angle.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All principal data with detailed experimental procedure and characterization of this
work are included in this paper and its supporting information.
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